
Some students were browsing the walls; others were
staring remotely at their pages; still others were merely
flicking pages and showing little engagement. As much
as I loved the ‘break’ from teaching — and it was good
to hear the odd student read and to read myself — it
seemed most of my students weren’t reading for
enjoyment or for any other purpose. I couldn’t escape
the thought: what a waste of 20 minutes’ learning time!

I started to take more notice of what this class was
reading — or not reading — and was horrified. I found
that students were just picking up any old book and
having a go at it. Some books were of no interest to
them; others were well outside their reading ability
level. Some students could not comprehend any of the
text they’d chosen.

I had assumed — wrongly — that a Year 3 or 4
student should be able to choose a suitable book and
read silently for 20 minutes. Now I had to ask myself
some questions. Did the students have enough material
to choose from? Did they know how to choose texts?
Did I have texts of interest available? Did they enjoy
reading? I started to explore these questions.

Selecting focus students
I decided to focus on three students. Arran was a boy
with severe learning difficulties and an auditory

processing problem. Nic was a boy with dyslexia.
Natalie was a girl who had trouble making decisions
and staying on task. While they were very different
from one another, these students all had difficulty in
selecting texts. In turn, they often moved off task
during independent silent reading sessions. Both Arran
and Nic had been identified as having literacy
difficulties and were receiving additional support.

I knew that all three students claimed to like
reading. During conferencing, Arran said: “Reading is
okay because it fills in some time when I’m home and
have nothing to do”. Nic said: “I think it’s great because
it teaches me things”. Natalie said: “Sometimes I think
reading is boring but I also like it because I can find out
about words and their meanings”.

Although these comments about reading were
positive, all three had trouble staying on task during
silent reading time. I now believe that their reluctance
to read stemmed from the fact that they found the
books they chose difficult to decode and understand.
Certainly, all three agreed that they found the books in
our class “hard” and “boring”.

It seemed that these students and their peers needed
to be taught quite explicitly how to choose a text of
high interest at the right reading level, because it had
become obvious that this skill didn’t just ‘happen’.
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I’d been teaching for five years, and I always allowed 20 minutes for

silent reading. Then, half way through term 1, I looked at my Year 3/4

composite class and thought: some students are reading, but many

are not.

Perfect match
REBECCA CLEMENTS



Developing text-selection
strategies
From my observations in Term 1, I decided that the
main focus had to be around learning episodes,
supported by explicit teaching, that would support all
students to choose appropriate texts. Following on from
Wille (1996), this involved the following approaches:
• applying our understanding of individual students:

their interests and personal experiences; what they
know, understand and can do as they read; and what
they can be helped to try and do next

• looking carefully at the characteristics of texts we
ask children to read

• applying our knowledge of what constitutes literacy
and how it is learned.

The class participated in a range of tasks that supported
these approaches:
• Me in a nutshell
• Reading survey
• Discussion of texts that students like

• Discussion of texts that students dislike
• Sorting of texts
• Y-charting what choosing a book should sound, feel

and look like
• Y-charting what a reading session should sound, feel

and look like
• Brainstorming text-selection strategies
• Conferencing
• Sharing with peers.

Me in a nutshell

I asked each student to complete this activity, in which
they worked with the template shown in Fig. 1. I
modelled this task by completing my own self-
description. This task was designed to identify what
each student liked and disliked so that I could gain a
feel for the kind of texts I should locate for their
reading. I kept a list of all students’ interests so that I
had topics to choose from when the opportunity came
to order new reading material.

2

______________________________________________

I’m a little bit _____________________________________________

And a WHOLE LOT ___________________________________________________

Most of the time I feel ______________________________________________________

And I think a lot about ________________________________________________________

I’m the _________________________________________ of ____________________________

And the friend of _______________________________________________________________

I dislike ________________________________________________________________________

And I hope NEVER to _________________________________________________________

I’d like most of all _________________________________________________________

And I wish __________________________________________________________

Someday, maybe, _________________________________________

____________________________________________________

And that’s ME in a nutshell!

Figure 1 The form used to guide students’ self-descriptions.



Discussion of texts that students like

In a small group on the floor, I discussed the reading of
texts with the focus group of three students. I
discovered that all three liked to read novels. They also
agreed that they liked adventure stories and folk tales
(perhaps because we had been studying these text
types). Nic, for example, said that he liked novels with
some pictures, because “the pictures get my
imagination working”.

During this conversation it became apparent that
the novels in the classroom were too difficult, but these
students were trying to read them anyway. Natalie said
that she enjoyed reading comics “because they’re easier
than novels”. When I asked her why they were easier,
she replied: “Because they have pictures that go with
them”. It was clear that visual clues were important in
supporting these students’ understanding of texts.

Discussion of texts that students dislike

Arran didn’t like reading texts with “girls” stuff’ in
them, because he found them boring. Nic didn’t like
thin books because they didn’t have chapters and were
“too easy”. Natalie didn’t like “boring” books — she
thought that books often began in an exciting way but
then got boring after a couple of pages. All three
confirmed that they didn’t like choosing from the
books in the classroom because they never picked the
right one. It was, of course, hard to pinpoint what
made a book ‘boring’! But I now knew that I had to
find more books of interest with illustrations or other
visual references in them.

Sorting of texts

I looked closely at where the books in the classroom
were located. I decided that I needed to change the
whole system. I involved different student groups in
classifying and sorting every book in the classroom into
six crates: fiction and non-fiction at easy, medium and
challenging levels. This took quite a while. To do it,
the class had to develop a checklist that would guide
their classification. We considered such things as page
extent, print size, vocabulary, percentage of the page
filled with print, number and type of pictures, and
back-cover blurb. An Early Years publication
(Education Victoria, 1999) provided a checklist that I
followed. This list indicated that teachers should
consider the supports and challenges provided to the
reader in terms of:
• language — vocabulary, sentence structure, balance

between ‘natural’ and ‘book’ language
• layout — spacing, print size, illustrations,

paragraphing, organisational structure and text
features

• content — sequence of events, links in main ideas,
complexity of characters and concepts.

Source: Education Victoria (1999) Early Years: Teaching Readers in
Years 3 and 4. Addison Wesley Longman, Melbourne.

I found that the successful readers could complete this
sorting task confidently and enjoyably, and I found
their decisions mostly accurate.

3
Reading survey

This served as an extension to ‘Me in a nutshell’, giving
me a feel for the types of texts that students preferred.
In this activity, students completed the acrostic
template shown in Fig. 2. I worked through each of the

six prompt lines first, clarifying terms such as
‘extracurricular’ and making sure that students
understood the intention of the last prompt (to identify
an area of interest for which they would like to find
more information).

Figure 2  The acrostic prompt used to elicit survey responses from student readers.

Really like to read _______________________________________________________________

Enthusiastic about _______________________________________________________________

A dream of mine is to ___________________________________________________________

Definitely interested in ___________________________________________________________

Extracurricular activities include __________________________________________________

Relevant information needed about _____________________________________________



Y charting

I have found Y charts to be a useful mechanism for structuring students’ thinking into
categories. I decided that we could use Y charts as a focus for teaching the students how
to go about choosing a text, and then on knowing how to read it. The following diagram
(Fig. 3) illustrates the class’s thoughts on both issues.

4

Figure 3 Y charts
representing students’
collated thoughts about
the processes of reading
and choosing a book.

CHOOSING A BOOK

READING

Sounds like

Shuffling of books

Positive attitudes

People making suggestions

Flicking through books

People discussing books

Miss Jolly making
suggestions

‘Mmmm, what 
should I get?’

Sounds like

Quiet – pages turning

Some people reading
words quietly

Little bit of 
shuffling

Feels like

Holding books

Hand moving

Relieved

Excitement

Some people restless because
they can’t find the right book

Disappointed

Found the right book – good

Interested people

Looks like

Everyone reading

Parent helping

People are deeply
interested

Swapping of books

Sharing of books

Browsing in both boxes

Scanning book blurbs

Eyes moving

Feels like

Peaceful place

Heaven

Happy

Being scared

Suspense

Being excited

Nice environment

Comfortable

Looks like

People reading

People searching through boxes

Eyes scanning

People browsing

People looking at front cover

People reading first page

Looking at pictures

People putting back
uninteresting books

People doing 5 finger test

These Y charts went up on the wall where the students could reflect on them when they
were unsure about the selection of a book, or how to behave during reading time.
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Brainstorming text-selection strategies

With these learning experiences behind them, students
were now ready to brainstorm some of the strategies
that they could apply when choosing books. This was a
whole-class activity in which I was particularly
mindful of the three focus students.

Several students provided input, and we came up
with a good class list. The three focus students
attended closely without providing input of their own.

How to choose a good book

1. Read the blurb.

2. Look at the books in a series that you like.

3. Look at interesting covers.

4. Flick through the book — make sure it is

challenging but not hard.

5. Read a couple of pages.

6. See how thick the book is.

7. Choose a topic that interests you.

8. Read the title.

9. Does it have interesting pictures or no pictures?

10. Is it fiction or non-fiction?

11. Get a recommendation from a friend.

12. Do the five-finger test: if you don’t know five

words on the first page, try a different book.

I went through each of these suggestions,
demonstrating, modelling and explaining what each
meant. Student feedback indicated the value of this
explicit teaching; for example, Nic said: “Oh, now I
know what a blurb is”. As a class, we created a poster of
these ideas that was displayed over the book crates.

Conferencing

Every week, I made sure that I got around to each
student to discuss the text that s/he was reading. In these
informal conferences, students told me why they chose
the text, how it was going, what it was about and what
they thought might happen next. Below is a transcript
recording part of a conference that I had with Arran.

Rebecca What book are you reading today?

Arran Googie Eyes.

Rebecca Who is the author?

Arran Jayne Caruso.

Rebecca Why did you pick this book?

Arran The cover looked good, and it’s a novel. I
like reading novels now.

Rebecca What’s your favourite part of the book?

Arran When the guy who wants to be a frog
starts to jump around.

Rebecca What do you think will happen next?

Arran I’m not really sure … he might turn into
one.

Rebecca Have you seen the other new novels
similar to this one?

Arran Yes.

Rebecca Nathan enjoyed Never Hitch a Ride with a

Martian. Maybe you could try that one
next.

The students genuinely enjoyed sharing this
information with me, and I was able to suggest other
texts if they wanted some help.

Sharing with peers

Once a term, I asked students to share the texts that
they really enjoyed. This time often resulted in
students asking one another if they could look through
or borrow a particular text. It also produced a lot of
discussion around different texts. As a result, students
began to bring in their favourite novels, information
books and magazines.

A new approach to reading time
With the support of the students, I evaluated the
success of our conventional afternoon reading time. I
decided that it would be more beneficial for the
students to read first thing in the morning, when they
were more focused and alert. This change also attracted
parent helpers, who would wait for the morning bell to
ring and then help students to select texts at need.
Once all students were seated, the parents would
simply move around, occasionally asking a student to
read one or two pages to them and perhaps asking a
question or two about the text. Most students were
able to read aloud from their text and discuss it every
day. This had never before happened in my class. Now
that they knew they needed a text to read every
morning, the students began to take responsibility for
finding a suitable text, and were generally ready to read
before the bell went. I noted that Natalie was
particularly organised and on task on those mornings
when her mother was able to stay.
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Assessment
I assessed my students’ development in the selection
and reading of appropriate texts after we had cycled
through these activities over ten weeks. I gathered data
from:
• the reading survey
• written activities
• questioning about what students selected
• questioning about what students read
• conferencing
• listening to students’ reading
• observation
• class discussion.
From these sources of data, it is clear that students are
now more excited about reading, and about choosing
their next text to read. They clearly enjoy reading
aloud to parents, and to me. More students are
choosing texts that match their interests and reading
level, and there is evidence of improved
comprehension. I have also noticed that students are
selecting a wider range of text types.
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Reflection
This classroom action research has helped me to fine-
tune my reading program. I can now teach more
explicitly about what good readers do when they
choose texts, and how they go about reading them. As I
observe the three focus students, who are now on task
during silent reading, I am convinced that it is
important to teach students the skills of text selection.
Extra parent help has been a significant factor.

I have noticed that Arran finds text selection a much
easier process now that the books have been divided
into crates. Whereas he would often leave his seat each
lesson to swap books over, he now rarely moves once he
has made his choice. Nic has come a long way with his
reading. He enjoys the challenges of our short novels,
and is able to select a suitable adventure story. I can
honestly say that all students in my class are now using
the 20 minutes of silent time to read.
In all, my local research has led me to conclude that:
• Year 3 and 4 students still need to be taught the

skills of book-selection
• pre-sorting texts into levels and genres can help

students’ confidence when they are selecting
reading material

• reluctant readers need to be exposed to a range of
text types

• parents play an important role in a child’s reading
development.
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